
 

This letter serves two purposes.  The first is to explain all the things in your 
bag of goodies.  The second is my normal end of school year/summer excitement 
letter.  Please forgive it’s length- but keep it handy for referring to this summer. 

The bag of stuff: 

1. A zip lock bag of poems- these were our poems from Sept til March.  Each week we would 
read and practice them together and use them to practice and learn new sight words in 
context.  You may wish to put them in a binder so your child can practice reading them 
again and practice looking for sight words in text. 

2. A folded paper/folder  with all of your child’s writer’s workshop from Sept to March.  We 
worked on 4 units.  The first was the “launching” unit.  This was an introduction to the 
writer’s workshop.  We learned that pictures can be used to tell a story.  The second unit 
was the “Show and Tell” unit.  This is where we practiced stretching our words to write 
sounds to label items in a picture.  We also started writing simple sentences to tell about 
an object.  The third unit was the Narrative unit.  We learned to put pages together to 
create a story with a beginning, middle and an ending.  The students had to share 
who/where/ what happened in a true story about themselves.  The fourth unit was 
Informational writing (How to Stories)  We only started this unit. 

a. Take some times and read through all the stories- celebrate the growth the 
children made as writers.  It is amazing to see where they started compared to 
what they are writing now. 

b. Optional advice:  Every year since my own kids were in Kdg, I choose 1 or 2 of their 
stories and scan them or take pictures of them and keep them.  I know it is hard to 
hang on to every piece of paper so this allows you a keepsake without the clutter.  
Now that they are in high  school it is so fun to look back at their drawings, 
spellings, and stories they created.   

3. Two math workbooks- we were in the 3rd one when school ended in March, but there are 
still plenty of pages that they can do as review or practice this summer.  Book B2- is 
mostly addition and subtraction.   

4. I had a few “book baggie books” printed for back in March that I didn’t get to pass out. 
So I included them in your baggie in case you want your child to keep practicing reading 
these simple controlled readers that practice sight words. 



5. There is a “How to Make Slime” writing book.  This was to be used in March and since we 
didn’t get to it- it might make a fun summer writing project as well as maybe inspire a fun 
(outdoor) craft activity. 

6. I tried to include all the things that they had in the classroom.  Artwork, pictures, and 
such. 

7. Any of the art and the clay that was made in Art class will be returned when school 
reopens.  There just wasn’t a way to make it happen for 500 students.  

Now, my normal summer letter…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Boys and Girls,  (and parents) 

I can’t believe how far you have come as a reader and writer this year.   I am so very proud of 
you and all you’ve learned.  Please keep reading, writing, and practicing math this summer.  
Remember you need to  ”work out” those reading and writing muscles to make you  a stronger 
reader and writer.  Keep your brain flexible by using your math muscles too. 
 
  The MOST important thing to do this summer is to READ.   You can read just right books, get 
new books, ask Mom or Dad to read to you, or take turns reading alternating pages in a book, or 
even read a book with 2 parts like Piggy and Gerald. 
 
 
Sight Words/Phonics: 

I have attached the list of 25 kindergarten sight words to this letter.   The bottom of the list 
are other words that we learned this year through our poems and other lessons.  Feel free to 
practice these any way you’d like.  You can go on word hunts when you are reading.  Get a small 
wipe board and practice writing and spelling the words too.  Ask Mom or Dad to practice giving 
you simple sentences to write.  Flash cards, apps, and games are all great way to keep those 
sight words fresh. 

Keep a Writing Journal: 

 I encourage you to keep writing A LOT this summer.  You can write about almost anything.  I’m 
giving you some prompts if you’d like to use them in a journal. You can also write your own small 
moments books, poems, pattern books, letters, lists, How To books, and even Opinion stories.  
Also, keep writing about anything that is interesting to you or that you want to share with 
someone else.  I’d love to get emails or letters from you about your summer, send postcards to a 
friend or family member or just write notes to Mom and Dad.   



Reading: 

READ, READ, and READ!!!  Read anything and everything you can to stretch and build those 
reading muscles.  You can re-read the books in your home book baggie.  Go to the library(if it 
opens) and bookstores and check out books that seem interesting to you.  Don’t forget to listen 
to good readers too.  Ask Mom or Dad to read to you.  Use Epic (after June 30th- you can only 
access it M-F from 8-4pm) or Tales2 Go to see digital stories.  The Chester County Library also 
has lots of free resources.  There are also lots of free apps or websites to play 
www.Teachyourmonstertoread.com (  (star code) to 2182447) , www.starfall.com or 
www.abcya.com  are some of my favorites.    Just remember to use your strategies and read!  
Don’t forget the Summer Book Bingo that I sent on Seesaw to print and hang on your fridge 
when you get stuck for a new book or series.   

Math: 

You will need to be able to count by 1s, 2s, 5s, and 10s (practice in the car or while taking a walk 
or riding a bike or scooter). You can also practice counting on and back. (Example let’s count 
from 56-66 or count from 99 backwards to 89).   Use the 100s chart at first and slowly wean 
away.  Also practice mystery number and explain how you figured out the answer.  Discuss 
patterns in the hundreds chart.  Make your own number cards on post its (1-20).  Use these to 
practice greater than or less than, ordering numbers.  You should have  a tens frame, and a 
number line you made to use at home to help you. You also have a 100 chart on your take home 
folder.  Practice making sets or groups (Example: 5 Goldfish and 3 Pretzels make 8 snacks in 
all).  Basic addition and subtraction facts. Vocabulary we use: 2 and 3 more make 5. 6 take away 
2 is equal to 4. Have students draw the number sentence 2+3=5 and 6-2=4.  Play board games 
that involve counting and adding.  These help with 1 to 1 correspondence as well as counting on.  
Play card games (War or Trash) are great to practice number values.  Do you still have the 
booklet of 12 card games that you got from me for your Winter Holiday gift?  Do mental math 
and problem solving stories.  (I have 8. how many more to get to 15)  Also, talk about different 
ways to make a number (ex. 10 can be 1+9, 2+8,3+7 etc) 
  
Utilize Dreambox to continue to develop number sense.  Dreambox will continue to be open all 
summer.  Most of the kids have done a great job with it and have made great gains in their 
number sense.  A little practice throughout the summer will keep it fresh. 
 
Miscellaneous  

• Improve your child’s fine motor skills by doing cut and paste activities, make bracelets, 
do craft projects, have them use tweezers to pick small objects like beans, use clothes 
pins, etc... 

• Do yoga poses such as standing on 1 foot for 10 seconds and switch to work on balance 
and core (tummy) strength. Stretches that require your child to reach across their body.  

http://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com/
http://www.starfall.com/
http://www.abcya.com/


• Sign up for a free @ www.gonoodle.com to practice some mindfulness and movement or 
calming activities. 

 
 
 
(Parents) 
 
I know if you made it this far in reading this- you are thinking I’m crazy.  You are 
thinking that you barely survived the last 11 weeks and you need a break!!  I, 1000% 
agree!! I am forever grateful for all that you did to help with the distance learning and all 
the seesaw activities.  I DO NOT want your summer to be a continuation of that.  
However, I know that I still make my kids do 15 minutes of something every day.  When 
they were younger, we would do it right after breakfast so it doesn’t get lost and I could 
get the breaksfast dishes cleaned up before we started our day is.  Last summer, we 
switched to 15 min after dinner before they vanished into their rooms to Facetime their 
friends and do whatever tweens/ teens do. 
 
Think about a set time you can set aside and only do 1 thing a day.   

• Maybe Monday is a math card game or board game 
• Tuesday is reading online or with books 
• Wednesday is writing 
• Thursday is Dreambox 
• Friday is a reading app.   

 
Trust me when I say that my kids hated it at first but then they got into the routine and 
they knew what we were doing and they did it without a fuss and actually enjoyed it and I 
got to have a cup of tea and enjoy a few minutes to gather my thoughts. 
 
 
The students will still be able to go into their Seesaw class all summer.  I won’t be posting 
activities for them, but they are free to send me notes or pictures of what they are doing.  I 
promise to respond back and keep in touch. 
 
Enjoy your summer and look for ways to explore the world together…there are endless 
possibilities.  
 

Happy Summer!!! 

         , Mrs. Colvin

http://www.gonoodle.com/


 

End of Kindergarten Expectations: 
• Reading: 

o Read simple sentences using mostly sight words and CVC 
words.   

o Read beginning books (take home baggie books) fluently (level A-D) 
o Read number words, color words, family words, and other basic words  
o Read at least 25 sight words  
o Be able to have a conversation about what they read.  Be able to share details about 

the story or information. 
 
• Writing expectations: (Students should be able to…) 

o Begins sentence with an uppercase letter. 
o Consistently use lower case letters when writing sentences unless capitals are 

necessary. 
o Use punctuation at the end of each sentence. (. ! ?) 
o Use spacing between words. 
o Know that every word should have a vowel.  
o Complete sentences and thoughts that flow from page to page. 

 
• Handwriting/ Fine Motor Expectations: 

o Not reversing most numbers or letters. 
o Forming letters and numbers top-down. (Meaning you always start at the top) 
o Using the other hand to hold the paper. 
o Properly holding the pencil. 
o Write their first and last name (with capital and lowercase) 
o Use scissors to cut correctly (thumb on top when holding scissors, using helping hand 

to turn paper, etc) 
o Draw a recognizable person with complete body parts. 
o Color a picture using at least 5-6 different colors and stay within the lines. 

 
• Math: 

o Count by 1’s to at least 100. 
o Count by 2s, 5s, and 10s 
o Count on and back from any given number 
o Basic addition and subtraction facts 
o Create and write numbers understanding place value of 1s and 10s 
o Identify, draw basic shapes 
o Be able to make groups of 10 (how many more to make 10) 

 
 



Possible Writing Prompts or Topics: 

 
Father’s Day is in June.  What is an activity you like to do with your 
father/grandfather? 

 

 

 

Do you like to go star-gazing?  Can you find the Big or Little Dipper 
constellation? 

 

 

Would you like to be an astronaut?  Why or why not?  Would you want to go 
to the moon, space station, or just do a space walk? 

 

 

 

Have you ever been camping?  Would you like to go?  Would you 
rather sleep in a tent, cabin, or a camper?  

 

 

What do you love about the summer?  

 

 

 



Do you know how to swim? Have you had swimming lessons? 
Where do you like to go swimming?  

 

 

July 4th is  Independence Day!  How do you celebrate?  If you are 
not from the U.S., what do you know about the U.S.?  

 

What is the worst accident or illness that you have ever had?  Tell 
me about it. 

 

Do you like ice cream?  What is your favorite flavor?  

 

 

Would you rather have water ice, ice cream or  popsicles? 
Why?  Ask your family their favorite and make a mini graph 
to share the results. 

 

Do you know how to ride a bike?  Describe your bike. 

 

 



What playground equipment do you enjoy the most?  Swings? Slide? 
Teeter-totter? Other?  

 

 

Have you been on a vacation this summer?  Or will you be going on a 
vacation soon? Where did/will you go?  Who did you go with? 

 

Are you afraid of thunder and lightning?  What do you do when we have a 
summer storm? 

 

What is the best amusement park /fair you have ever been to? 
What is your favorite ride at an amusement park/fair? 

 

Close your eyes and imagine you are under the ocean.  What 
can you see?  

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Below are the sight words that we have learned this year in kindergarten.  Your child has been working on 
knowing them automatically in their reading as well as using the word wall to help them spell them correctly in their 
writing.  Developing a strong sight vocabulary helps children become stronger readers.  If a child, has to stop and decode 
(sound out) every word then comprehension breaks down.  By having a strong sight vocabulary, the child can focus more 
of his/her energy on making meaning of the text. 

  Introduce any new words slowly so the child only has to learn 1 or 2 new words mixed in with other known 
words for review.  The top chart are the 25 words that are expected to be mastered by the end of kindergarten. 

a is up no and it an 

in my on the we so am 

can I me to see do he 

you like go at    

Below are some other words we have learned or others that are frequently found in their books/writing. 

out stop down yes day this them 

make off she big saw was with 

come said our here will were has 

there look have some that love little 

 


